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1. Which Surahs did our prophet pbuh recite after every

obligatory prayer?

2. What are the benefits of Salah in this world and in the

hereafter?

3. How do we know that everyone of us has a Shaitan

with him/her?

4. What are the meanings of �َ���َْ��ُ

5. What do you understand from the word "Rabb"?

6. How can a jealous person harm you?

7. How can we bring Allahu Akbar in our lives?

8. What are the different meanings of the word "Ilaah"?

9. What are the meanings of "sharrun"?

10. What is the whisper (yuwaswisu) of shaitan?

A. One who: 

1. Takes care .  

2. He is the cherisher, 

3. Sustainer, and  

4. Provider of everything that we need.  

5. Controls everything in our lives.

B. Surah Al Ikhlaas, Surah Al Falaq and Surah An Naas

C. The Prophet (pbuh) told that every one of us has a Shaitan

Jinn always with him/her.

D. A jealous person can destroy your reputation, work,

property, or hurt you

E. The word إ�� has different meanings: (1) the one who is

worshipped; (2) the one who fulfills our 

needs; (3) one who is obeyed.

F. It is when he puts something secretly into the heart

G. Salah is a comprehensive form of remembering Allah.  

It will provide peace to the soul and peace of mind. 

Salah also gives several physical benefits such as sleeping

early to get up early for Fajr and 

developing a habit of punctuality. 

In terms of social benefits, Salah helps us bind together as

friends, neighbours, and relatives. 

Most importantly, we will achieve eternal success in the

hereafter

H. Free from any defect, deficiency or fault

I. Ask: O Allah! Guide me to accept You as the greatest in my

life. In other words, help me obey 

You instead of my desires, family, false leaders, or traditions

J. Evil and sufferings
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